ICOMOS NSW EVENT – Cockatoo Island
8 November 2008

**Reason for visit:** Potential World Heritage Listing of serial Convict Sites – issues relating to the nomination.

1045  Ferry from Circular Quay
1100  Introduction and info package
1110  **Bob Clark, Sydney Harbour Federation Trust** - Brief outline of Cockatoo history and issues arising from the nomination
1130  Bob Clark will lead a walking tour of convict sites on Cockatoo Island
1345  **LUNCH**
1430  (TBA) Historic research behind the nomination
1455  **Sheri Burke, Partner, Godden Mackay Logan** - international aspects of WH nomination
1510  Concluding remarks - **Peter Romey, Partner, Godden Mackay Logan** - local aspects of WH nomination
1535  Ferry to Circular Quay